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Terms of Use for Chris Durnan, AKA Visual Designs by Chris:
These images are Copyright © Chris Durnan aka Visual Designs by Chris (all rights reserved). By purchasing these images you are obtaining a "license to use" these graphic images and designs and are agreeing
to the terms of this user license. No portions of the patterns, designs, projects or written instructions
may be shared or reproduced in any form without written permission. You do not have permission to sell
or share the design files themselves.
What you can do:
1. Use these graphics/designs for your own personal layouts/projects.
2. Resize, and otherwise change these graphics for your own personal layouts/projects.
3. Submit your layouts/projects using these graphics online as long as credit is given to the designer:
Chris Durnan or Visual Designs by Chris
4. Submit your layouts/projects using these graphics to publications as long as credit is given to the
designer: Chris Durnan of Visual Designs by Chris
5. Use these graphics/design in producing diecuts or items to be given away in a limited capacity of 100
cuts per design, EXCEPTION: there is to be no reproduction of products for such use or any form through
the internet. Please contact designer if you have any questions regarding commercial usage of product.
Limited Commercial License may be available. Special considerations may be held for in non-profit
organizations. Please contact Chris Durnan regarding considerations or additional licensing.

What you can NOT do:
1. Use these graphics for web templates or web design.
2. Alter these graphics in some way and claim them as works of your own.
3. Resell or redistribute these graphics in any way, either through internet,
CD, or sharing of computer files.
4. Sell or share these design files with others.
5. Sell the cut form of my files or diecut without having a commercial license. (See Visual Designs by
Chris for more information regarding Commercial License and opportunities available)

Chris Durnan, Designer
cdurnan@visualdesignsbychris.com
www.visualdesignsbychris.com
contact
Blog: visualdesignsbychris.blogspot.com
information
7739 E. Broadway Blvd. #226 Tucson, Arizona 85710

www.visualdesignsbychris.com
My blog: http://visualdesignsbychris.blogspot.com/

